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                            Www.pdf.com games

                          Choose from our Www.pdf.com games. All games are listed in this genres and similar subgenres that are related to the category of Www.pdf.com games. Escape from the every day life routine and come into the online game paradise!
This kind of games not found, but you can play similar games listed bellow.
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Fairway Solitaire
[image: Fairway Solitaire game]In this unusual card game, put together the adjacent cards (if you have card no. 7, in the next round you must choose either ..

Crash Town
[image: Crash Town game]You are a traffic cop. you must correctly deploy traffic signs, traffic lights and speed bumps. the goal is to save as many l..

Ball Revamped 2 Meta..
[image: Ball Revamped 2 Metaphysik game]The sequel to the original ball revamped, move the ball around the screen, while fighting gravity and enemies.

navigate th..

Grand Prix Go 2
[image: Grand Prix Go 2 game]Formula 1 race is popular all over the world. become a formula 1 driver. first you ride championship for beginners, then you ..

Treehouse Hero
[image: Treehouse Hero game]Your home is on a high tree. on the earth came hordes of aliens. they decided to destroy your tree. in your arsenal of weapon..







Ticket
[image: Ticket game]Administrative cooperation guy bob and jerry dachshund try to catch his plane and travel to and residence in the lottery, you..

Politricks
[image: Politricks game]Help the president of the united states and rescue the economy! with arrow keys control the bouncing pogo, upgrade all elemen..

Monsterland 2. Junio..
[image: Monsterland 2. Junior Revenge game]In the second sequel of this game, wake up the big red daddy by disposing of the appropriate elements. enjoy!

Click Battle
[image: Click Battle game]Defend your fort against viking raids. you can build several types of defensive towers. defence shots, that you create from c..

The Utilizer
[image: The Utilizer game]In the science fiction game the utilizer you must use special boats to clean up the universe from alien invaders. along the w..

Mad Trucker 3
[image: Mad Trucker 3 game]In this racing game call mad trucker 3 you as a crazy truck driver will try to  achieve the fastest distance of 100 miles. sh..

Chaos Faction 2
[image: Chaos Faction 2 game]In this gameplay, you will enjoy super graphics. you will take part in fighting in which you would hardly find any negatives...

Troll Sweeper
[image: Troll Sweeper game]Choose in this mobile game called troll sweeper your difficulty level and explore the spooky land. find trolls that are hidde..

Luke Deluxe
[image: Luke Deluxe game]Luke deluxe is a virtual life of a rich young man, who is chased by a gold-digger and her son. move around the town and explo..

Madville
[image: Madville game]Are you a warrior? The aliens are attacking the earth. your task is to stop their invasion. you must save the world from bloo..







Spanish Liga 2016
[image: Spanish Liga 2016 game]This game will take you to the end of a football/soccer game when the match will be decided in penalty kicks.
choose your te..

Papas Cupcakeria
[image: Papas Cupcakeria game]Today we open a new shop with cookies. your cookie shop needs sales staff. make cookies exactly what they want customers. for..

Super Police Persuit
[image: Super Police Persuit game]Chase criminals and bash their cars! this game challenges you to knock villains off the road. you can use your boost to insta..

Mashroom Cloud
[image: Mashroom Cloud game]The goal is destruction of buildings and islands. in 31 levels you must use bombs and destroy the specified object. there wil..

Touch the Bubbles
[image: Touch the Bubbles game]In this game, collect all bubbles and avoid red faces that grab your life without mercy. the game is controlled with the mouse.

Spider Solitaire
[image: Spider Solitaire game]Are you bored at work, at school or elsewhere? Spider solitaire is a legendary game everybody knows. there are three degree o..

Boom Town
[image: Boom Town game]Go ahead and lay explosives to produce the most gold. from the sale of gold you can expand your city, purchase additional loc..

Spear and Katana 2
[image: Spear and Katana 2 game]To become a legendary warrior, you have to learn sword fighting and archery. the enemy will attack you when he sees you. it i..

Insert Coin
[image: Insert Coin game]This is a short and witty one button-game where you earn points from pulling a coin from a slot machine, using thread on whic..

Another planet 3
[image: Another planet 3 game]Play as jey, an alien that is forced to make an emergency landing on an unknown planet. use your gun and collect all the blue..

Click The Frog
[image: Click The Frog game]"click the frog" is a catchy game in which it will be necessary to complete a given task as quickly as possible. the better y..

Risen: Level Pack
[image: Risen: Level Pack game]Ancient egypt was full of mysticism and mysteries. you got the role of the son of the egyptian god re. you are trapped in a m..

Yan Loong Legend 3
[image: Yan Loong Legend 3 game]With your sword and special abilities, stand against all enemies who stand in your way. in addition to previous works, play t..

RedRiot
[image: RedRiot game]Dominate the russian superhero who is not afraid of large enemy army. the game contains several diverse missions and of cours..

Monsters Panic
[image: Monsters Panic game]It’s very simple to play. two monsters run across the screen at a time, one from the left and one from the right. the only ru..

City Siege 3: Jungle..
[image: City Siege 3: Jungle Siege game]In this game, free hostages and kill terrorists with 15 different units (spy, sniper, etc.). the tactics you chose are import..

Hex Empires WebGL
[image: Hex Empires WebGL game]Other world war is here! now, you as a sovereign will control own troops through the world you pick up at the beginning. your..

Stick Figure Test Fa..
[image: Stick Figure Test Facility game]Stick figure test facility is an aggressive game for those who loves stick figure graphics and insidious violence. you will t..

Ninja Miner
[image: Ninja Miner game]You are a ninja miner. the aim of the game is to collect all diamonds. beware down the hall are very intertwined. try to get ..

Corporation Inc
[image: Corporation Inc game]Check out how difficult it is to be a boss of a giant company with many offices and even more employees. you can hire ordinar..
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Mario games
[image: ]See all Mario bross games with legendary gaming persons.



Earn to die games
[image: ]All parts of legendary zombie killing game. Buy and upgrade your car or truck and kill them all. 


	
	Sift heads games
[image: ]Don't forget Sift heads has more then 10 parts and they are ready to fight all enemies in expensive graphic and story.


		
		Snail bob games
[image: ]Snail Bob is still on the way. His dramatic stories take your heart. Does he come to the End ?


		
		Angry birds games
[image: ]Games which are similar to Angry birds style. Shoot and hit enemies by cannon and save friends.


		
				Tycoon games
[image: ]Tycoon games are one from the best types of online strategic games. Build your own railroad, hotel, resort, nightclub or building.


					
					
				
					
									Goodgame Empire
[image: ]Great strategic online game from Middleages time. Millions of players around the world. Fight with them and be great king of your land.


							
												Shadow kings: Dark ages
[image: ]You have to build city in game Shadow kings. Your mission is to develop the economy of city. Attention, you will be under attack of enemy units!



Zombie games
[image: ]Zombie games take place in modern day-styled game worlds. Zombie outbreaks are normally the product of scientific experiments gone wrong.


	
	Cooking games
[image: ]Cooking games are usually aimed at children, especially girls. These educational games teach girls how to read and follow recipes.



	
	
			Hotel games
[image: ]Hotel games are strategic time management games that allow the players to manage their own hotel. Usually the player is in charge of purchasing in-game properties.


		Math games
[image: ]Math games are extremely educational puzzle games that teach children how to solve mathematical problems. They are available for children of all ages.


	
	Sniper games
[image: ]Sniper games are first-person shooter games that rely on a player's reflexes. They can be rather complicated to beat and oftentimes rely on strategic thinking.


	
	Educational games
[image: ]Educational games can encompass any number of game categories. They are usually aimed at younger children who are playing games for the first time.


	
		Uphill rush games
[image: ]Select vehicle and ride. Famous Uphill rush series presents latest part of fantastic ride.


	
	




Let's search other games for your mobile and desktop at 15 Best Game Websites.

	

	
	
	
	

 Today birthdays: 
Tinto Brass, Jess Bush, Amy Smart, Choi Woo-shik, Alan Arkin, Leslie Mann, Keira Knightley, James Caan, Martin Short, Carly Chaikin!
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